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ABSTRACT
Noise action planning according to the Environmental Noise Directive (END) requires residents’ motivation
and capability to participate in the process of selecting and localizing noise abatement and noise protection
measures. However, population strategies whose effectiveness primarily rests on individual residents’ agency
are supposed to produce additional health inequities. We therefore present a conceptual model explaining
unequal participation and health chances in relation to residential exposure to traffic noise. Drawing on four
concepts (reformulated learned helplessness model, Model on household’s Vulnerability to the local
Environment, Cognitive Activation Theory of Stress, Reserve Capacity Model), we study a cognitive process
involving stimulus, outcome, and control expectancies as predictors of civic engagement, generalized
patterns, and health. Moreover, we discuss potential analytical strategies based on the special data structure
resulting from an on-going epidemiological cohort study. We may use its annual follow-up procedure to
administer a model-specific questionnaire to its participants. Thus, we are enabled to combine cross-sectional
data from our questionnaire and the regular follow-up with longitudinal data from three waves. Further, we
plan to contextualise individual-level associations by adding noise exposure as modelled by END noise maps
and residential neighbourhood variables to our statistical equations.
Keywords: Community noise levels, Planning for noise control, zoning, land use and urban planning,
Perceived noisiness, annoyance, 52.1, 52.9, 63.2

1. INTRODUCTION
In response to the enormous health burden of traffic-related noise in urban areas (1), the EU
Environmental Noise Directive (END, 2002/49/EC) requires public environmental authorities to map
environmental noise and to implement noise action plans for noise abatement. With its objective to
protect and improve European populations’ environmental health, noise action planning can be
considered as a population-based prevention strategy (2). Correspondingly, noise action planning is
assumed to yield a relatively homogeneous impact for all populations groups. However, noise action
planning is bound to be highly selective in terms of contents, place and timing of actions given the high
prevalence of elevated noise exposure levels in urban areas. Social inequalities in traffic exposures can
augment as a side effect of interventions (3). Health inequities may exacerbate in this instance, for
unfavorable living and health conditions are likely to concur and to enhance vulnerability to
environmental (noise) exposures (4, 5). Distributional effects may come from procedural features of
the policy cycle, even if based on the “objective” mapping of environmental noise. Without a binding
standard for noise action values, noise action planning is more subject to the agency of those motivated
to participate in the planning process than a matter of “objective” noise (health) assessment (6). At the
same time, social epidemiological reasoning suggests that intervention strategies building on
individuals’ motivation and capacity to participate may magnify health inequities ( 7). Research in the
field of environmental justice contends that a limited coping repertoire explains socio -political
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vulnerability among residents in lower social positions. Inconsiderate of structural constraints and
vulnerability differentials, noise action planning still expects residents to be active citizens.

2. CAPTURING COGNITIVE-EMOTIONAL DETERMINANTS OF CIVIC
ENGAGEMENT IN RESPONSE TO TRAFFIC NOISE IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS
2.1 Noise-induced helplessness vs. institutional coping?
Against this END background, it is of utmost importance to know the cognitive-motivational
determinants of residents’ motivation and capacity to take interest in e nvironmental quality of their
residential environment and to be ready for civic engagement. To this end, we recur to the “Model on
household’s Vulnerability to the local Environment” (MOVE) developed only recently (9). At the
interface of behavioral science, health psychology, and environmental urban planning, MOVE is
conceived to explain residents’ intention and actual performance o f civil actions directed at the
municipal authority in charge of environmental regulation, e.g. collecting signatures, joining or
founding a local initiative. Thus, MOVE deals with residents’ institutional coping as an active,
problem-focused response to air and noise pollution. Based on the Theory of Planned Behavior (10,
11), MOVE describes cognitive-motivational predictors of institutional coping that reflect positive
expectancies of coping outcomes (as captured by behavioral attitude and subjective norm) and
self-efficacy (as an important aspect of perceived behavioral control).
However, instead of active engagement, environmental psychological research referring to the
learned helplessness model rather suggest a higher probability of passivity and soci al withdrawal
because of uncontrollable environmental exposures like air and noise pollution ( 12-14).
Traffic-related noise has been described as an ambient or environmental stressor that is chronic and
intractable (15). It seems plausible to assume that these two objective characteristics give rise to a
chronic, “universal” helplessness facilitating socio-political disengagement. If intractability implies
that traffic-related noise cannot be removed by any individual’s “isolated effort” (ibid. p. 363) and will
not cease due to its chronicity, residents may learn they (and no one else in the group of relevant others,
e.g. neighbors, see also 16) have no control over their environment. Unpredictability of noise peaks
makes adjustment even more difficult (17). Such a characterization of uncontrollability may result in
universal, communal helplessness shared by noise-exposed residents, which, in turn, may bring about
a more general passivity and disinterest in neighborhood and community issues. In this vein,
communication disturbance, withdrawal from the environment outside the dwelling, diminished place
attachment and social support in the neighborhood have been described as “social costs” of high traffic
loads in the residential environment (18). However, the affective value may moderate the
psychological stress reaction as expressed by noise annoyance (19, 20 in conjunction with 16).
Strangely, environmental psychological research has paid little attention to cognitive -motivational
determinants of residents’ capacity to claim rights for environmental health in the community context
despite recognizing the relevance of perceived control over noise exposure and coping strategies for
noise annoyance, well-being, and health (19, 21-23). Rather, residents’ distrust in regulatory
authorities has been considered as a determinant of controllability perceptions and coping capacity
preceding noise annoyance (19, 22) or as one psychological determinant of noise annoyance among
others (24-25). Studies on learned helplessness have focused on changes to task performance and
persistence, employing outcome measures such as the proportion of tasks correctly solved, time or
number of attempts until withdrawal from unsolvable tasks, or time until coming up with an effective
solution after suffering failure from unsolvable tasks (see (13) for an overview).
Therefore, we should make an effort to understand how noise-specific helplessness may spill over
to affect residents’ expectancies of MOVE institutional coping. We therefore introduce a cognitive
learning perspective as described by the Cognitive Activation Theory of Stress (CATS, 26, 27). Using
CATS, we learn more about the relationship between generalized helplessness and residents’
participation and health chances. Residents’ expectancies of stress stimuli, behavioral outcome and
behavioral control (self-efficacy) appear as key variables in this respect. While delineating our new
model, we understand noise annoyance as emotional stress response to perceived uncontrollable noise
exposure that contributes to sustained physiological activation.
2.2 The role of resources for civic engagement and health inequities
MOVE suggests that differentials in institutional coping between population groups are explained
by unequal access to resources. The role of resources is made explicit by the Conservation of
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Resources (COR) Theory (28), an established stress theory in health psychology. In brief, COR theory
purports that stress results from the feared and suffered loss of resources an individual ne eds to
maintain for her or his well-being or from vain resource investment, as an individual tries to prevent
resource loss. Whilst studied as a typical outcome of stress-related processes in epidemiology and
psychology, COR theory regards (environmental) health as a resource vital to an individual’s
development and agency. Consequently, perceived behavioral control as a predictor of institutional
coping depends on the availability and conversation of resources.
To embed our model in social epidemiological research on health inequities, we additionally draw
on the Reserve Capacity Model (29, 30) underscoring the resource perspective of MOVE. In principle,
the pathways to health inequalities in this model are well known: Social differences in chronic or
repeated stress experienced in different contexts (e.g. home, work, and neighborhood environments)
cause inequalities in stress reactivity, in stress-related physiological changes, and, finally, in morbidity
and mortality (we may call this “direct pathway”). The notion of stress as a “threat of or actual loss of
resources” is burrowed from COR theory. Another pathway emphasizes the emotions (e.g. anger,
frustration, anxiety; we may add noise annoyance here) and cognitions individuals develop in stress
response. These emotions and cognitions are transformed into pathophysiology and mal -adaptive
behavior as predecessors of mortality and morbidity. We apply this cognitive -emotional pathway to
our research interest. In reference to COR theory, the reserve capacity model states that a cumulative
lack of resources is responsible for enhanced stress reactivity among individuals of lower social
positions. Low social positions lead individuals in contexts posing high demands to be met while
making it difficult for them to restore and to augment their resources. An increasing disparity between
resources spent and resources gained erodes an individual’s reserve capacity, that is her or his resource
aggregate. In the emotional-cognitive pathway to health inequalities, the reserve capacity is located
between stress as defined by resource loss and cognitive-emotional differentials. A diminished reserve
capacity partly mediates and/or moderates negative cognitions and emotions, mal-adaptive behaviors
and pathophysiological processes.
Our model highlights cognitive-motivational processes related to the ambient stressor
“traffic-related noise” (indirect pathway to health). Yet, the objective traffic-related noise exposure is
the cause for planners to deal with noise abatement, and the direct-physiological path from noise levels
to chronic diseases must not be neglected. Our model describes three (bio-)psychosocial links between
cognition and motivation on the one hand and physiological changes on the other hand: through
generalized expectancies of stress stimuli, behavioral outcomes and behavioral control (self-efficacy),
and, finally, noise annoyance.

3. EMPIRICAL TRANSLATION
We plan to test our model using data from an on-going epidemiological cohort study in three major
cities of the Ruhr Area, a German region characterised by enormous economic restructuring, huge
differences in environmental quality, and socio-spatial polarisation. To fathom health inequities, we
intend to run the model in subgroups defined by indicators of social position, age and gender, and
health (e.g. sleep disturbances). We may use the annual follow-up of this epidemiological study to
administer a model-specific questionnaire to its participants. Thus, we can combine cross-sectional
data from our questionnaire and the regular follow-up with longitudinal data from three waves
measured at approximately equal intervals, but different time points in the past 15 years. Further, we
will contextualize individual-level associations by adding noise exposure as modelled by END noise
maps and residential neighborhood variables to our structural and regression equations.

4. CONCLUSIONS
With the second generation of noise action plans having been set up in larger cities, the political and
administrative interest in evaluating their effectiveness presently appears to be high. Evaluation
practice is mainly concerned with the efficiency of noise reduction measures and formal instructions
do not demand to consider health equity. Our model suggests that residents’ expectancies of stress
stimuli, behavioral outcomes and behavioral control can explain inequities in political participation
and health chances.
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